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This new law book, especially in its paperback format, is a most welcome addition to law
libraries everywhere. In modern times, even legal scholars favour a small book and a
quick read, due perhaps to the bombardment of our senses by the vast variety of other
media. Therefore this important and welcome book, Key Concepts in Crime and Society
is relevant; packs a punch’ and forms a wonderful, reliable synopsis of crime and social
control. This book is divided into three sections, namely, understanding crime and
criminality; types of crime and criminality and responses to crime.

Section one includes crime and deviance, a little studied concept.
Section two includes organized crime and environmental1 crime and the debatable
victimless crime. As to environmental crime, the natural environment sustains all life on
planet Earth and is our life-support system, yet inherent difficulties recur in regulating
pollution which respects no jurisdictional boundaries and its effects are transboundary.
Environmental justice therefore focuses on the unequal distribution of harm to people and
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions remain sore and unsolved problems in our
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societies. The US has not adopted a national programme of greenhouse gas emission
reduction to address climate change 2or acid rain.3

Section three of Key concepts of Crime and Society importantly discusses crime and how
the media reports crime plus the contemporary notion of ‘moral panic’, police and
policing, rehabilitation4 and alternatives to imprisonment.5 Of all crime, everyone would
agree, violent crime is the most important, especially homicide6 and robbery, the latter
because it involves use of force by the offender during theft. The problem posed is how
the media reports crime because the media often has commercial reasons for overinflating criminal law reporting to frenzy because it sells newspapers.7

One example is the UK media coverage of Baby Peter in which the UK press forensically
inspected every aspect of this case, creating some respect for the press from the public in
press reporting of the public inquiry that followed this child’s death, depicting the
mother’s boyfriend Steven Barker as abusive, violent, and directly causing the fatal
injuries to Baby Peter. However, the Daily Mail newspaper depicted Steven Barker as a
‘a straightforward underclass thug lacking in any redeeming features. The UK’s Daily
Mail stated that Barker was ‘a sadistic thug who trained Baby Peter like a dog…a knife
obsessed sadist, he wore combat gear, collected Nazi military memorabilia including
helmets and daggers decorated with swastikas and was always seen with his beloved
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Rottweiler dog’.8 The UK Guardian newspaper reported neutrally on Baby Peter’s post
mortem results as follows:
‘…his back had been broken by slamming him down over a bent knee or a banister,
which would have left him paralysed…’
However the Daily Mail and the Mirror printed computer generated injuries to Baby
Peter based on the prosecution case and printed testimony of a 15 year old neighbour who
told the court that ‘Baby Peter’s fingernails had been pulled out with pliers and his
fingertips cut off; he was grabbed by the throat and thrown into his cot; etc.’
The Sun newspaper took on an activist tone and set up a petition for its readers to sign in
support of demands to sack the social workers and managers at Haringey Council who
oversaw Baby Peter’s welfare. In 4 days the Sun had collected 200,000 signatures for its
Petition. The system nevertheless takes care of offenders’ human rights.9

The above are examples of media-induced moral panic and the breakdown in relations of
trust and interaction within communities and between communities and social services,
and other child deaths by violence include, in the UK, the case of Victoria Climbie under
Haringey council10; the death by starvation of seven-year-old Khyra Ishaq11 in 2008 in
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Handsworth, Birmingham, UK and the death of three-year old Mikaeel Kular12 at the
hands of his mother in Edinburgh, Scotland, and many other similar deaths.

Terrorism today

In line with homicide and robbery is the contemporary crime of terrorism today,
motivated by political, religious and other ideologies using the means of suicide attacks,
ethnic cleansing, release of deadly nerve gases, and bombings. Common law countries
such as the United Kingdom (‘UK’) and the United States (‘US’) and Australia have in
place criminal justice systems, to prevent and reduce crime for the protection of the
communities in these countries, based on an adversarial, rule-of-law approach where the
accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty.

Doctrine of ‘separation of powers’
The key principle of a rule-of-law approach is the doctrine of separation of powers13. The
Enlightenment thinkers identified three main powers inherent in government: (i) the
legislative power (power to make law); (ii) the executive power (power to enforce law);
and (iii) judicial power (power to interpret the law). This serves as a process of ‘checks
and balances’. The US however still has points of conflict between the branches that
provide for ‘separation of power’. One source of conflict is the judicial review system,
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presently in the ‘right of privacy’; the Gun Free School Zones Act of 1990; and the
‘advice and consent’ powers that Article II gives to the President to nominate federal
judges, ambassadors, members of the cabinet and other public officials and the doctrine
of absolute executive privilege which protects the confidentiality of the President’s
discussions with his advisors, overturned in US v Nixon14 (President Nixon’s Watergate
scandal) which defined limits on executive privilege.15 Other countries such as in
continental Europe have a civil law system; others have Islamic legal system and socialist
legal system in places such as Russia.

Recommendation
This is a very compact and useful book published by SAGE. It was a joy to read and
gives food for thought.
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